The note to PS3.3 Section C.7.2 General Study Module should be placed in a numbered section describing the attributes. The figure should be identified by a title, and otherwise clarified, including indicating that Performing Physician is at the Series level.

**C.7.2.1.1 General Study Attribute Descriptions**

**C.7.2.1.1 Referring Physician, Physician of Record, Physician Reading Study**

*Note:* The model used for application of attributes related to different functions of Physicians involved in the care of a patient is as follows: shown in Figure C.7.2-1. The figure shows some of the relationships and information flows between physician roles that might be present in some healthcare business models.
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- Referring Physician: Person who refers Patient for care
- Physician of Record: Place Patient in primary care
- Reading Physician: Person who creates the images in the series
- Performing Physician: Person who creates the images in the series
Figure C.7.2-1 Physician Roles and Relationships

There can be an overlap of functions provided by any given physician. In this case, the field entries for various attributes specifying the different roles would convey the same physician name under different roles.